
TARKAN VERSIONS

& PASSES

INTERNATIONAL

($ - USD Currency)

Cost of Device: 1)

(excluding VAT)

Pre-Paid Data PASS:

Data Volume included:

Loaded PASS expiry: 9)

Device disconnection: 3)

- -

7x 1 Day PASS $49 $38

14x 1 Day PASS (- 5 %) $93 $72

21x 1 Day PASS (- 10 %) $133 $102

28x 1 Day PASS (- 15 %) $167 $128

56x 1 Day PASS (- 20%) $314 $242

$149,00 $199,00

Pre-Paid Data PASS:

Data Volume included:

Loaded PASS expiry: 9)

Device disconnection: 3)

1x 7 Day PASS $33 $25 $47 $36

4x 7 Day PASS (- 3%) $128 $98 $181 $139

8x 7 Day PASS (-5%) $250 $192 $355 $273

16x 7 Day PASS (-10%) $473 $364 $673 $518
$149,00 $199,00

Pre-Paid Data PASS:

Data Volume included:

Loaded PASS expiry: 9)

Device disconnection: 3)

1x 30 Day PASS $88 $67 $117 $90

3x 30 Day PASS (- 3%) $255 $196 $340 $261

6x 30 Day PASS (-5%) $500 $384 $666 $512

12x 30 Day PASS (-10%) $947 $728 $1.262 $970

$149,00 $199,00

Fix Contractual Time:

Data Volume included:

PASS Automatic:

Always Reserved Simcard: 6)

30 day - Subscription Costs:
excl. VAT

$125 $96 $167 $129

          

1) Hardware Price includes the one time Activation and registration fee of 75 USD (time limited offer). Hardware is not identical. Standard, Executive and Premium Version does have different soft- and hardware layout.

2) No support of rich Media Content, such as Video or Picture transfer, chat only does get supported.

3) Disconnection is applied for your own safety. Re-activation fee, for a once disconnected TARKAN device, is one time 75 USD. Re-activation might invoke, that you do send us your device.

order#: TARKAN-S order#: TARKAN-E order#: TARKAN-P

$139 $228 $379

11) TARKAN EXECUTIVE and PREMIUM only can handle one PASS at the same time. Please do not ordered mixed passes in our online shop. Device can be switched from one to another pass type, when all passes are consumed.

90 days after the last PASS has been spent - -

If no PASS has been spent longer then 360 days - -

PAY as you GO - DAILY - 1 DAY (24 hour) - PREPAID PASS, without any ongoing contractual obligation.

Day PASS (24 hours) - -

A-Countries: 500 MB per Day PASS                                             

B-Countries: 250 MB per Day PASS
- -

- 7 Day PASS (1 Week) 11) 7 Day PASS (1 Week)

-
PRIME Countries do share 3 GB per 7 Day PASS

...all others do share 1 GB per 7 Day PASS

PRIME Countries do share 8 GB per 7 Day PASS

...all others do share 2 GB per 7 Day PASS

Available Packages:
excl. VAT

PAY as you GO - WEEKLY - 7 DAY - PREPAID PASS, without any ongoing contractual obligation. 10)

Available Packages:
excl. VAT

PAY as you GO - MONTHLY - 30 DAY - PREPAID PASS, without any ongoing contractual obligation. 10)

- 30 Day PASS (1 Month) 11) 30 Day PASS ( 1 Month)

- 180 days after the last PASS has been spent 180 days after the last PASS has been spent

- If no PASS has been spent longer then 360 days If no PASS has been spent longer then 360 days

- If no PASS has been spent longer then 360 days If no PASS has been spent longer then 360 days

Available Packages:
excl. VAT

-
PRIME Countries do share 10 GB per 30 Day PASS

...all others do share 2,5 GB per 30 Day PASS

PRIME Countries do share 25 GB per 30 Day PASS

...all others do share 5 GB per 30 Day PASS

- 180 days after the last PASS has been spent 180 days after the last PASS has been spent

-
all 30 days one PASS gets deducted 

AUTOMATICALLY

all 30 days one PASS gets deducted 

AUTOMATICALLY

- Yes, included Yes, included

24 month CONTRACT 5) - POSTPAID Contract, with a 2 year contractual obligation - No need to take care on Passes. 10)

- 720 days / 2 years 720 days / 2 years

-
PRIME Countries enjoy UNLIMITED Data Volume

...all others do share 5 GB per 30 Days

PRIME Countries enjoy UNLIMITED Data Volume

...all others do share 10 GB per 30 Days

6) TARKAN can be configured to always have a Simcard for the customer reserved. This feature is available for our 24 month CONTRACT customers. It provides a higher probability for TARKAN to connect throughout congested times.

7) Unlimited Data Volume in PRIME countries means, that no restriction in terms of transferred Data Volume in terms of GB does apply - and the network speed does not get throttled, after the end user is exceeding a certain included data volume. 

8) Can get configured by support, prior a PASS does get activated

9) In case the customer leaves unused Passes loaded on the device, they will expire within the mentioned timeframe.

10) Customer only can switch between 7 Day, 1 Month or ongoing Subscription, if all passes of same type loaded on his device have been consumed. Mixed orders of passes different type cannot get processed by TARKAN.

All prices in United States Dollar and excluding VAT for sales outside the European Union - Our GTBs are valid for this offer. Printing errors reserved.

4) Tarkan by default goes to TURTLE Mode with 256 kbps speed limit, once the Data Volume assigned to the PASS as been reached. Alternative, customer can contact our support to manually END the pass and release a new one.

5) Post Paid Contracts are closed for 24 months and post paid at the end of the service month. Payment works by direct debit from EU bank account or revolving Credit Card. The service, if not cancelled 3 month prior it ends, does automatic re-


